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ficed, cell cultures were prepared from lung
tissue, and the remainder of the organs were
stored a t -20°C.
The kidney and lung cultures were prepared as described by Barron and Karzon ( 7 )
and were sturlied when the monolayer was
complete, nsually a i t ~ r7 to 9 days of incubation.
I n performing the mixed agglutin:~tion test,
a previously described procedure was followed ( 4 ) . In prinuple, recipient serum was
incubated
cultures of donor cells. The
antigen-antibody combination was demonstrated by exposing the monolayer to an
inclicator consisting of sheep erythrocytes
sensitized by a subagglutinating dilution of
rabbit anti-sheep erythrocyte serum, and agglutinated by goat antiserum against rabbit
serum (Caombs serum). In this situation,
antibodies of the Coombs serum, which were
bound to sensitized erythrocytes had available reactive sites that could attach to rabbit
antibody on the monnlayer. Thus, in positive
reactions, when the monolayer was inverted
and examined under the microscope, red
blood cells mere found adhering to the monolayer. The positive resirlts were graded from
1+ to 4+ according to the proportion of
the area of the monolayer which was covered
by erythrocytes. The reagents used for the
indicator system bad been adjusted in preliminary titrations and then they were kept
constant throuqhout this study.
Absorption of transplantation sera with
dried and pulverized organs --as performed
as outlined previously (4).
Results. Table 1 sho~vs the results of a
typical experiment in which sequential samples of the recipient serum were tested against
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Thc mixed agglutination technique with
cell cultures( l,2) has recently been studied
in this laboratory. Reactions between antiviral antibodies and cell cultures infected by
measles virus were examiner1(3). In testing
cell cultures of various species origin against
hcteroimrnune sera to organ suspensions,
species-specific antigens were described which
are thermolabile and non-extractable in saline
(4). The mixed agglutination procedure has
been also successfully used for detection of
antihodips accompanying homograft rejection
in mice(5).
I t appeared interesting to esplore the possibility of employing the mixed agglutination
technique for studies on transplantation in
other animal species. Rabbits were selected
for these studies since in this species relatively little work on humoral transplantation
antibodies has been done. In addition, in
previous experiments the antiglobulin consumption test was successiully used to demonstrate humorat antibodies appearing in response to skin homotransplantation in rabhits(6). It was of sotne interest to compare
results obtained by these tsvo techniques.
hfatcrids and metlrods. Rabbits were prepared as previously described (6). In brief,
orthotopic full thickness skin grarts were carried out on adult rabbits of several varieties.
Usually each rabl~itin a pair served a? both
donor and recipient to its partner. Second
skin grafts from the same donor were performed 4-7 weeks after the first graft. Two
to three weeks later the right kidney nfas
removed extraperitoneally under local anesthesia, and used for preparation of cell cultures. Ultimately, the animals were sacri-

